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Blind Scout is the
leader of the pack

Rick Romagos.,
Daily staff
photographer

Left. Roy
Rucio shous
Joey Senseri
how to
maneuver
obstacles.
Below, Redo
calms his
troops after
exercises.

Sigma Alpha Mu helps community
BY Lisa Billigmeler
Dairy staff writer
He was born to an indigent father who was a field worker and a
mother who is partially blind, a
condition that he inherited.
Today, Roy Recio who has
a penchant for "Toys R Us"
sweat shirts and Boy Scout paraphernialia
doesn’t dwell on
his poor eyesight or past.
The 21 -year-old therapeutic
recreation junior spends much of
his time showing downtown Hispanic children a brighter side of
life as their cub scout leader, or
drumming up interest for the
newly-formed association of rock
and roll, which he’s the past president of, or playing an active role
in his fraternity, Sigma Alpha
Mu.
. As the philanthropy chairman
for Sigma Alpha Mu, Recio has
. been busy in his efforts to help the
community. Besides the work
with the Cub Scouts, he has organized the fraternity to serve food
in downtown soup kitchens.
Recio, an Eagle Scout himself,
appears to be an overgrown version of the Cub Scouts he leads.
"I like to play with them on the
floor and get dirty," he said,
sporting an easy smile.
His eyes constantly wander,
seemingly unable to focus on a
fixed object as a result of his inherited cataracts. To read, he relies on a special magnifying machine.
"Sure I’m blind, but my philosophy is to go and live life,"
Recio said.
Recio grew up in a Watsonville
community that offered few options. Most of his peers hung out
.with the local gangs.
. At the age of 8. though, Recio
discovered the Cub Scouts. It was
a positive factor in Recio’s life,
he said. While "half of the guys
in high school did not graduate,"
Recio said, he went on through

the Boy Scouts program, which
he said is responsible for where he
is today.
"My whole character has been
molded by scouting," Recio said.
Everything. Recio said even
learned to drink beer in the
scouts.
Recio’s scout leader, who died

recently, had a profound effect on
his life and inspired him to become a scout leader.
He choose Pack 1217. based in
downtown San Jose, because he
believed that the boys were "in
the same boat" as he was growing
up
Hispanic and growing up in an improverished area.

The 15 boys, whose ages range
from 8 to 11. mainly come from
single-parent homes and live in
the downtown area.
"The whole aspect of growing
up downtown
it’s not very appealing," Recio said. "I want to
help them in any way lean."
"You can tell he has love for

When the sun goes down, SJSU
freshman Patricia Samuels refuses
to walk through campus by
herself.
"I don’t feel safe being on
campus at night," said Samuels.
"If I go out, it’s with friends."
Many are certain the campus
are dangerous at night.
A recent on -campus study
showed that 44.6 percent of 350
SJSU students polled said the
campus was unsafe at night. The
March 1990 study, conducted by
students in Journalism 193, was
designed to probe attitudes about
perceptions of the university.

On a five-point rating scale
from "A" to "F," 14.3 percent of
the student respondents gave the
university an "F" in nighttime
safety. Nearly one-third gave it a
"D." Only 4 percent, gave the
campus an "excellent" rating.
Comments from students
interviewed on separate occasions
supported the results.
Marion Schinn, a junior, said
she avoids campus altogether
when darkness falls. Schinn
resides on 11th Street, two blocks
from the university, but only walks
on well -lighted streets at night,
buildings of SJSU.
But even on well-illuminated
See CRIME, page 6

streets. And he plans on staying
with the pack for at least a couple
of years.

By Michelle Smith
Special to the Daily

Campus unsafe at
night, some say
Special to the Daily

Scouts.And so he meets with
them weekly at a local elementary
school on Seventh and Reed

Stench
causes
exodus
By Jill Mcl.aughlin
Daily staff writer

A strong stench of what was
thought to be natural gas filled the
men’s gym at SJSU Monday causing the evacuation of the building
at around 11:45 a.m.
The firemen who responded said
they couldn’t find any leak but had
the building evacuated because of
an "unstable boiler and shut off
the gas.
Meanwhile, a welder from the
Facilities. Development and Operations department apparently knew
that his work on a new steam line
for the boiler would cause the
building to smell of natural gas.
The welder had already finished
his work and was gone, which left
the firemen wondering what was
going on.
Mo Qayoumi. manager of Facilities. Development and Operations confirmed Monday afternoon
that the smell was because of the
newly -installed steam line and not
a gas leak.
According to Don Jonassen, the
acting chief of the San Jose Fire
Department who was at the scene,
the welder was "out to lunch"
when the gas smell was reported.
"We’re waiting to find out what
(the welder) did." Jonassen said.
The San Jose Fire Department
received the call from the University Police Department at 11:26
a.m.
The smell was reported about 11
a.m. by Doug Van Everen. the
gymnastics coach in the gymnastics room of the Spartan Complex.
according to Ken Bothof, the assistant. athletic director in charge of
emerge
operations for the
building.
Bothof called the University Police Department and was told to
call 911, according to UPD
spokesman Richard A. Staley.
Three trucks and a rescue vehicle were dispatched to the Spartan
Complex and waited on the corner
of Fourth and San Carlos Streets.
Firefighters, two men from the
Facilities, Development and Operations department and others from
the athletic department tried to find
leaks.
Pat Finch. an equipment technician for the human performance
department, said he talked with the
welder before the work began
Monday morning. The welder told
Finch the work he does sometimes
See STENCH page 4

Spartan sports image
KOd by bad relations

Editor’s Note: In the past
year, SJSU has experienced
an image problem that may be
with the university long into
the future. This two-part series
of stories, written by advanced
reporting journalism students,
examines some of the causes
and resulting problems. Part
two appears Wednesday.

By Andy Channing

the boys." said Delia Bernal,
mother of one of Recio’s Cub
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Daily file photo

SJSU students participate in the "Take Back the Night" March, earlier
this semester, to protest violence against women.

The image of the Spartan
athletic program has taken a
beating worthy of Rocky Balboa
over the last 16 months.
The first punch landed directly
on SJSU’s chin when 10 members
of the 1988-89 basketball team
walked out to protest the
controversial coaching methods of
longtime coach Bill Berry.
That same season ended
without a Spartan win. It also
signaled the end of Berry’s 10-year
career at SJSU.
The basketball program
wobbled after another crushing
blow last August, with the suicide
of Berry’s son, Ricky, SJSU’s alltime leading scorer and a
blossoming pro player with the
National Basketball Association’s
Sacramento Kings.
And just when SJSU’s Athletic
Department seemed to be mending
its public relations wounds with
the hiring of basketball coach Stan
Morrison and the opening of the
Events Center at SJSU, football
coach Claude Gilbert was fired.

Spartan Foundation, a group of
SJSU alumni and friends who
provide financial support for
university athletics, withdrew their
sponsorship to protest Gilbert’s
ouster. Some went so far as to
develop an extension group in
support of the former coach.
On April 20, the university
attempted to move forward with
the hiring of Terry Shea, a former
Spartans offensive coordinator, as
new head football coach.
Perhaps most injured in the
battle is the "Spartan way," SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s analogy
symbolizing SJSU’s drive to
accomplish its goals on small
budgets.
Fullerton still has confidence in
the concept.
"The Spartan way is lean, with
no frills, hut with absolute
dedication," she said. "We have
managed to maintain a quite
competitive status in Division I on
a fraction of what others do."
The 1989-90 operating budget
for SJSU’s Athletic Department
totals slightly under $5.5 million.
See ATHLETICS, page 6
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Property
mistreated

Open ears
key lesson
By Adolfo Torres
When my grandfather hold me and my
brothers to do something, and we didn’t listen,
he would say. -Talking to you guys is like
throwing flowers to pigs" in other words, a
big waste,
It. been a long time since I saw him last.
but I still remember some of the many things hr
used to say. Most of all, his sayings came hack
to the same theme: we should spend more time
listening and less time talking.
My grandfather wanted us to understand
that listening could be important. And that if we
didn’t listen, his efforts to make us learn something were wasted.
He knew that some day in our lives we
would regret not listening to him and his wise
iemarks. It wasn’t until now that I can relate to
the many things he used to say.
The day came to me just like any other, and
1 was not prepared for the consequences.
I have been in school for four years and I
am getting ready to graduate with a journalism
degree. It’s time to get out into the real world
and make the best of myself.
The places that I worked, like Arcata
Graphics as a shipping clerk, provided good
compensation. Those jobs taught me responsibility, by expecting me to be on time.
When I began to work as a foreman in
1985. I learned to be patient with other people
and to understand that everyone is human, because we all make mistakes.
Then last May, when I began my internship
with Vice-Mayor Blanca Alvarado, I met indis ’duals with leadership abilities. Individuals
who gave me confidence and believed in me to
provide assistance to Hispanics, like myself.
But I never worked in areas that had to do
with journalism or writing.
I was too busy worrying about making, and
having, enough money to go out with my
friends.
Even before I started working in the vice
mayor’s office, in 1988. a friend told me to look
at what I was doing and rethink my future.
lie knew that working in my field was
more important than working and getting to
know more people.
Despite what my grandfather had pounded
into me all those years ago. I did not listen.
My friend told me more than once, but I always thought he was jealous of the many things
I was involved with, and all the opportunities
that came to me.
After two years I finally realize what he
t ried iotell Me
It is now filar:R-1kt the end of nip ed’RXtion and have done nothing that could assist me
in getting a good-paying job, doing what I like
to do.
So far, I have no internship, which is required for my major, and I don’t seem to have a
promising future in journalism.
I have spoken to people I have worked
with, with no positive outcome.
I know that I have to start from scratch and
begin to look at my opportunities in the newspaper industry. I have to play my cards right.
Otherwise, the only opportunity to work
with a newspaper will be to sell it at a stand.
Ado& Torres is a Daily staff writer.

Letters to the Editor

Overworked and understaffed

Dear Editor,
This is in response to the "opinion" which appeared in the May 2 Forum regarding UPD. Mr. Pinto
has a very good reason for being upset when the officer threatened to arrest the photographer if he did not
hand over the film. There are proper, specific, outlined ways to go about getting the film which an officer must follow. From about there on, the rest seemed
a bit ridiculous. It showed a lack of understanding
about the community and the reason why we have
UPD. We live in San Jose, a large and highly populated area. Also, we are located downtown. This is
where your basic street people (victims of society full
of anger an aggression) usually tfritho’hafr4 out. P?,-..tential threat to the studeWeii
iii stmilar environments.
Mr. Pinto argues that because a few thefts and
rapes and other assorted crimes happen, that this is no
reason to hire more officers. Well, Mr. Pinto, perhaps
you are not familiar with the old saying, -You can’t
be in two places at once." UPD has to deal with night
escort, noise complaints about campus-related parties,
security at the Events Center, payroll escorts, patrol
of campus facilties (don’t forget the one at the airport), security at anything dealing with the campus.
They do all this and handle crimes that occur around
campus. How many times have you heard, "Gosh
dang it, they stole my bike," "Gosh dang it, they
stole my stereo," -Gosh dang it, they slashed my
tires," etc. If we only had a "few" officers (which is
really all that we have), they would be tired, cranky
and overworked. Also, Mr. Pinto, you wonder why
UPD runs sting operations on students and not the faculty. Well, ask yourself how many reports of the fac
Signed columns are written by members of the ulty breaking laws have they received. Compare that
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the against the number of students breaking laws and I
writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper staff think you’ll have your answer (and we’re not talking
or department ofjournalism and mass communica- about backpacks either). As for students being treated
tions.
like kids, well, what can I say, if you act like a kid,
you will be treated like a kid. In closing, I would like
to say that the incident occuring between the Daily
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the edi- staff member and the officer was a mere case of overtor. All letters may be editedfor grammar, libel and zealousness on the part of the officer (not to belittle
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and the incident in any way). But you have to admit, it’s
home phone number (not for publication) must ac- kind of the same thing when a reporter shoves a micompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the crophone in the face of a crying distraught woman
Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library whose husband was just gunned down in cold blood
and asks for a play-by-play recounting of the incident.
North 104 or the Student Union information desk.
Eric L. Brooks
Sophomore
RTVF

pollution and fewer parking problems. The University
could have protected itself and encouraged more bikes
with a little thought and planning.
It all brings new meaning to the word myopia.
So I suggest the safety committee take the money
they are spending on enforcement of the idiocy, buy
some paint and paint some bike lanes and buy some
more racks. With what’s left, paint a couple of huge
"BIKERS WELCOME" signs and hang them on the
administration building. Start negotiating with the
City for better and safer lanes to the campus and do
some promos encouraging bike riding instead of inhibiting it. It will keep the safety committee busy on
’something worthwhile for a change and help the
planet at the same time.
Jerry Lawler
Graduate Student
Psychology

Heroes come and go through the years.
many adapting to the times and others created
because of them.
In recent times we’ve had heroes such as C
W. Roddy. who is fighting for a drug-free
neighborhood in Palo Alto, and even Joe Montana, who led the 49ers to four Super Bowl victories,
Today’s heroes: people who cut down
wooden power poles and dismantle steel transmission towers in the name of environmental
awareness.
When a group called the Earth Night Action Group started to do just that, the evening of
Earth Day, its members were hailed as heroes by
members of other environmental groups.
"None of us had any idea who did it, but
whoever did it is a hero," said Judi Ban of the
Ukiah Earth First!, in a San Jose Mercury New.
article.
What a hero.
Endangering the lives of people who might
come across a downed power pole is not my idea
of a heroic feat.
Not only did Earth Day end with lights out
for most of the residents of Santa Cruz County,
but it left a bad taste in my mouth about the
whole affair.
I was glad to see the initial impact of Earth
Day 1990. People were more aware and actually
started to do things to help the environment. The
recycling effort was more than getting a few
pennies per pound of aluminum recycled, it was
an effort to show that people cared enough about
the environment to do their part.
Environmentalists who destroy property
and endanger other people will never get my
support. And they didn’t advance their cause as
far as I am concerned.
I think they turned more people off, giving
them a negative impression of the type of people
who care for the environment.
One act of an enivironmental activist group that
I can support is the painting of seal pups white
fur, by members of Green Peace. With the fur
tainted, it is no longer valuable to the hunters.
The members of Green Peace don’t endanger anyone or anything, but the pocketbook of
the hunter.
Before whole-heartedly supporting a cause,
I want to be sure that I know what I’m supporting. As far as a group that encourages dangerous
activites I won’t be a part.
Barbara Langley is a Daily staff writer.
WOMM1111111111

Message clear, any questions?

Column policy

Letters policy
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After a week, he is starting to wake up. He knows his
name, he recognizes family members. The doctors
say he will be paralyzed on his left side and he will
almost certainly have some permanent brain damage.
Editor,
Since Vincent T. Oddo is offended by the "This He faces months of hospitalization and rehabilitation
is drugs. This is your brain on drugs . ." TV ad, therapy.
allow me to offer a better idea. "This is your brain
The frying pan ad may be unsettling to someone
(video of the innnards of a human brain). This is your who is intelligent enough to not use drugs. But if that
brain (blood vessel explodes, in full color). Any ques- ad reaches users like my brother, or scares kids away
tions?"
before they even start to take drugs, I think it’s worth
Far-fetched? Not really. It happened to my offending Mr. Oddo.
brother a week ago, because he used cocaine. lmme.
diately after brain surgery to repair the burst blood
Karen E. Anderson
vessel, my brother’s doctors told us he’d be better off
Graduate Student
dead, because if he survived, he might be a vegetable.
Library Science
-AMIE

Policy bureaucratic baloney
Editor,
When I first heard about the new bike policy I
figured it was just another case of overstaffing. When
bureaucrats don’t have much to do, they are good at
dreaming up solutions which then have to go searching around for problems.
Now. I’m ready to concede that the Safety Committee did have a problem in mind when they developed their policy. Student safety? Are you kidding?
Who has any recollection of anyone ever getting hurt
at any time from a bicycle or a skateboard?
No, they were more worried About that once
ina---decade megabuck lawsuit from someone
whose toes were run over or who suffered mental anguish from a close scrape with a bike. We all know
how suehappy we are here in lotus land and how
adept we have become at transforming little scrapes
into million dollar damage awards. With no regulations of bikes, SJSU might have to shell out.
The University responded the way bureaucrats
always respond. They moved to protect themselves.
They did this by pushing all the bikers out to the periphery. That way, if someone gets bumped by a bike,
they can go after the City of San Jose deep pockets.
It’s kind of a "not in my backyard" reaction to the
prospect of litigation.
It is noteworthy that this all happened during a
period when parking was increasingly scarce and we
all were becoming more and more concerned about
the fate of the planet. One does not need a Ph.D in
urban planning to know that more bikes mean less
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Demos honor picket
lines, Wilson speaks

’Reed’ features
student works
By Lisa BiIlignseler
Daily stall wreer
For $,4.95 you can purchase
the literary works of San Jose
State authors.
Reed Magazine, the product
of an English 133 class, has
gone on sale in the Spartan
Bookstore. The magazine, completely produced and written by
SJSU students, features 16
poems, eight original art pieces
and 13 short fiction stories.
"It represents the hest of San
Jose State University.* according to Kevin Gliner, student editor of Reed.
Reed was founded in the
1940s, Glirter said, and has
been published just about every
year since then.
"It’s hard to advertise fir,"
Glincr said. "People don’t
know it’s here."
A reading of the current edition of Reed Magazine will he
held at the Chapel on Wednesday at 7 p.m. Selected authors
will read their works hoping to
promote awareness of the mag-

aline. according to Gliner.
MOre .than 500 poems and
MO fiction pieces wile sub
nutted tor publication. The edi
tors looked to "select qualitj
work,’’ according to GI iner
"We received stacks of submissions." (Hiner said. "But 1
wish there was 10 times the submissions that we received."
"The pieces are typicallj
very well-rounded," (Airier
said.
Gliner. a 23-year-old political
science major, stresses that
there are no prerequisites lot
joining the staff of Reed Magazine. "I have no specific educational interest in this, I was
just interested," he said.
The 15-member staff has high
hones for this year’s edition ot
Reed. For the first time it boasts
a color cover and there are plans
to distribute the magazine outside of the campus.
, According to Gliner. Reed
Magazine will soon he offered
at Roberts Bookstore on 10th
and in other local bookstores.

COSTA MESA. Calif. (API
Republican Pete Wilson Monday
used a peace officers’ convention
to suggest that Democratic gubernatorial rivals Dianne Feinstein
and John Van de Kamp were weak
supporters of the death penalty.
The two Democrats canceled
speeches to the California Peace
Officers’ Association because a
hotel and restaurant workers’
union threw up a picket line at the
Red Lion Inn where the convention
was held.
AFL-CIO representative Don
Glenn said Local 681 of the Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Employees of Long Beach and Orange
County decided to picket "to let
the politicians know this was a
lion -union hotel. ’
Attorney General Van de Kamp
was supposed to speak after Wilson hut sent word ahead of time
that he would not cross the labor
picket line.
Feinstein only knew of the
picket line when she arrived. She
honored it but claimed it was discriminatory because it had not
been up for Wilson.
Dee Dee Myers, a Feinstein
aide, said labor came out in sup-

Ken Kwok - Daily staff photographer
Sunday. Ward visited the 10th Annual Fountain
Blues Festival on campus and relaxed for a while
before realizing that his ride home was tired.

NEW YORK (AP)
The
world’s largest private AIDS service organization announced Monday it is joining a boycott of an international AIDS conference in
San Francisco to protest U.S. immigration policies.
Gay Men’s Health Crisis executive director Jeffrey Braff said his
group also was supporting a bill introduced by Rep. Roy Rowland,
0-Ga.. which would give federal
health officials authority to decide
which diseases can be used to keep
foreigners out of the country.
AIDS was added to the list by
Congress in 1987 because of an
amendment offered by Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C.
fRcInrglicenfm fqr,,Disease
, Cqh.
, rgeghlly,lAsomtineaded it
be stricken from the list, but the
CDC lacks the authority to do so.
"Politics are dictating public
health policy.’ Braff said at a news
conference. "We felt we had to
draw a line."
Dana Van Gorder. a spokesman
for the Sixth International Conference on AIDS, said about 90 organizations, mostly from outside the
country, have joined the boycott,
including the international league
of the Red Cross and the governments of France and Switzerland.
About 12,000 delegates are expected for the June 20-24 conference, but "clearly the mix of the
delegates will be different than
what we had previously thought. -
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YesierDai’it,
helped fund such IRA groups as
the Spartan Marching Band and Intercollegiate Athletics
L. 1
Managers and coordinators from
the Santa Clara County Drug
Abuse Service Bureau spoke
Thursday in the Student Union
about how drug treatment efforts
are complicated by a lack of funds,
the criminal justice system and society’s attitudes.
Li
Former Czechoslovakian political prisoner lirt Wolf spoke at
SJSU Thursday as part of a Bay
Area tour. Wolf thanked members
of the SJSU and Santa Clara University
Amnesty
International
chapters for their letters and support that contributed to his recent
release.

Wilson questioned whether that
would mean Van de Kamp would
refuse to sign into law measures to
extend the death penalty to cover
more crimes.
"Dianne is a convert," Wilson
said, who at one time opposed the
death penalty on moral and religious grounds. He said she did not
make her support known until she
announced her candidacy with a
series of TV ads in February.
"Where has Dianne Feinstein
been so quietly on this vital question until so recently?"

He criticized Feinstein for supporting the effort to retain former
Chief Justice Rose Bird on the
state Supreme Court.

he said in a telephone interview
from San Francisco.
"There’ll be a much greater representation of the scientific community at the expense of representation of HIV -infected people and
the groups that are serving them."
Travelers will not have to reveal
whether they are infected with the
human immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV. which causes AIDS.

i’ritrrt

Feinstein denied being a "Susiecome-lately" to the death penalty.
She said her experience as a member of the women’s parole board in
the 1960s and the experience ijf
once seeing a murder scene began
to change her opinion.

WANTED
75 PEOPLE
LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
DOCTOR RECOMMENDED’
100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
100 % GUARANTEED

EARN $$$ ’s
WHILE LOSING
CALL NOW

(408) 993-2842

NEED TO WORK
FOR AWHILE?
"See us in front of
the Student Union
May 8th.
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3410 Stevens Creek Blvd
(408) 241-9800

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student. faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Best ol
Prime Time. 7 05 p m Engineering AudlIOnum Call 294-4249
CHRISTIAN
AMERICAN
ASIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Flashlight Campfire Sharing, 7pm. SU Almaden Room Call 2751057
COMMUNICATION STUDIES: Spring 1990
moot court competition. 6 p m.. 14GH 122
Call 924-5360
SJSU THEATRE ARTS: Pacific Rim Film
Festival. 7 p m and 9 p m Camera 3 Call
924-4530
"HOT TALK" WITH ARNEZ: Pro-choice or
pro-lite debate. 7 15 pm to 8.30 p.m., Studio Theater (hIGH). 5th and San Fernando
Call 924-KSJS
GEOLOGY CLUB: Speaker series, 1230
pm to 1 30pm, DH 306 Call 924-5050
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and sharing,
noon. Campus Christian Center. 10th and
San Carlos Call 298-0204
WEDNESDAY
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
End of year Graduation reception 5 30 p m
S U Pacheco Room Call 262-2961
REED MAGAZINE: Prose and Poetry Read,
ing. 7 pm, Spartan Memorial Call 3355753
SJSU THEATRE ARTS: Pacific Rim Film
Festival, 7 p m and 9 p m Camera 3 Call
924-4530
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting 11 30 a m to 12 30
pm SU Pacheco Room Call 258-1035

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you’ve got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Yivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain
faster, too.
C
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Be, War Mall% +tudent3 are not
campus every day, Yesterbady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’ A top stories
SJSU President Gail Fullerton is
scheduled to testify before Senior
Aflerd T. Alquist’s Finacal Corn mince in San Fransisco May 14.
Fullerton’s testimony is a part of
the efforts to get Propostion I 1 1
passed on the June 5 ballot.
LI
Only 2 percent of the student
body voted down a proposed fee
increase for IRA Wednesday and
Thursday in a special election, defeating the only proposal on the
ballot by more than 1(X) votes. Students cast 617 votes for the measure, which would have raised the
fee for instructionally related activities by 510. The hike would have

AIDS conference boycott
is U.S. policy protest

Just horsin’ around

Othello Ward tries to mounthis horse, Chula,
near Dudley Moorhead Hall after marching in the
(Imo De Mayo Parade in downtown San Jose on

port of Van de Kamp 10 days ago
and the picket line targeted the former San Francisco mayor, who
held a news conference in a parking lot instead of the hotel.
Wilson, in his second U.S. Senate term and a former mayor of San
Diego, concentrated on the death
penalty and judicial selection.
Wilson called Feinstein a recent
"convert" to capital punishment
and said Van de Kamp’s newfound
zeal for it may not survive his candidacy. Van de Kamp doesn’t believe in the death penalty but says
he will enforce it.
Wilson also attacked Feinstein.
forwhat he said was her stance on
only appointing judges who believe in a woman’s right of choice
on abortion.
Questioned on the use of a single-issue litmus test. Wilson said
he himself would feel more comfortable with judicial appointments
who share his support for the death
penalty.
"John Van de Kamp has at least
been candid that he doesn’t believe
in the death penalty and therefore
could not and would not as a matter of conscience have voted for it
as a legislator," Wilson said.
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Record heat wave leads to three drownings
LOS .,10sciLI.Vs tAl’t
three people seeking relief from recordheat drowned in two Southern California
lakes
Sunday
while
hundreds Of thousands clogged
treeways trying to get to and from
he heac hes
’Iwo men drowned in Castak
1 ake when they became entangled
in weeds about 20 yards from
shore, Los Angeles County sheritt’s deputies said. A 16-year-old
hoy drowned while swimming in a
lake at the Santa Fe Dam Park recreation area. Irwindale police said.
The downtown temperature on
Sunday soared to 97 degrees at 2
p.m.. well above the May 6, 1941
record of 92. On Saturday. the top
downtown temperature of 101
topped a 37-year-old record of 93.
Other high temperatures on Sunday. included 98 in Long Beach.
where marathon runners heat the
worst of the heat with a morning
start. It was 103 in Ontario, 102 in
Riverside and 83 in Santa Ana.
On Sunday. roads to beaches
were overflowing and Santa Monica police estimated the city crowd

Stench:
From page I
smells of natural gas, he said.
Some students and employees
working in the building said the
stench was strong.
"It smelled pretty thick, said
Lewitt Withrow. a member of the
SJSU women’s volleyball team.
When she went down to the volleyball office, she said it smelled full
of gas.
"It smelled rt. .1 had where I
am," said Donna Henderson, who
was in the SPX room I office.
One basketball class continued
its class practice out on the small
edge of lawn by the gym. Mille
signs were posted saying "Building is temporarily closed."
After the fire department and the
police evacuated the building, the
building was locked at noon and
re-opened about 10 minutes later.
A smell resembling formaldehyde hung in the air while a small
crowd waited outside.
"The smell came from the new
line that was cooked up to temperature." Qayoumi said, adding that
whenever a welder puts in a new
steam line, the smell resembling
natural gas is produced when the
line is first filled with steam.
"When you put the steam in.
you expect the smell." Qayoumi
said.
The gas in the building was
turned back on when the problem
was solved, he said.

at 225010.
’it’s a mass exodus for the natural air conditioning. I guess.’ said
California Highway Patrol Officer
Monty Keifer.
Lifeguards at Anna -Malibu reported a capacity crowd lit
1 6(J.000.
"That means the beaches are so
lull, we can’t get any more cars
here so people can get out of them
to go to the beach,’’ said Los Angeles County Liteguard Lt. Roger
Smith.
About 200ANN) people were reported at South Bay beaches, and
further south in Orange County.
officials at Huntington State Beach
said parking lots were tilled and
closed before noon.
"We had a really big crowd,
just like a day in the middle of
summer." said Huntington State
Beach lifeguard Nick Cupaitiolo.
Ile said that 60,000 people were on
the sand.
At Castaic Lake, 40 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles.
the bodies of the two men were
pulled ti ’iii the water in a non -

’.55 miming

414:J around

1.30 p.m.

sheriff’s Ikputy
Robert Norkmann The men,
whose names were not immediately released, were IX to 20 years
old, he said.
In Irwindak. the 16-year-old
hoy was swimming with his
brother at about 3:3(1 p.m. Sunday
when he went under in murky. 30toot deep waters for unknown reasons. said Irwindale police Sergeant Ken Aguayo.
The teen, whose MUM was not
released, was a sophomore from
Hollywood High School. Aguayo
said.
While some watched temperatures rise, firefighters fretted as humidity fell.
Afternoon
measurements
showed humidity at just 8 percent
in Northridge. 12 percent in Van
Nuys. 13 percent in Ontario and 11)
percent in Riverside.
With four years of drought.
brush and trees in foothills were
exceptionally dry and vulnerable.
Los Angeles County was on alert
for fire ilain!er over the weekend.
Sunday.

said

Lawn painting leaves parched dry residents
Santa Barbara area looking more green
Residents in this
SANTA BARBARA (AN
drought dry city are dyeing to have their lawns
green again.
"At least once a day someone comes in and
buys green paint," said Martin Senn, a manager at
La Sumida Nursery. "After working hard all day.
some people don’t want to come home to a brown
lawn."
Walter Barrows, a landscaper who paints
lawns, said he has received more than 30 calls a
week since he began advertising his grass painting
service.
Barrows charges $45 to paint the average-size
lawn with a vegetable dye. which will stay- green
for a little more than a month.
"This kind of thing is done all over the country with football fields, lawn tennis courts and golf
greens." Barrows said.
Painting is just one of a number of innovative
ways residents ale keeping their yards green since
the city, faced with an almost 50 percent water
shortage for the year, banned lawn watering.
Some horticulturists have replaced their lawns

Governor’s primary
very close for Dems

What a relief

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) In
the volatile, seesaw battle between
former San Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein and state Attorney
General John Van de Kamp, only
one thing is certain: The Democratic nomination for governor is
still up for grabs.
"That race is pure ping-pong,"
said one Democratic activist at a
San Jose convention recently.
And the outcome, not surprisingly in this state of televisionbased political campaigns, may be
decided in their two. one-hour debates, scheduled to be broadcast
statewide from San Francisco and
Los Angeles on May 13 and May
20.
Thus far, the candidates have
avoided face-to-face confrontations, although they have had close
back-to-back
in
encounters
speeches before many of the same
groups.
Since late last year. Feinstein
has performed a double-reverse
virtually unprecedented in California politics. Well ahead of Van de
Kamp in the early polls, the following round of surveys showed
her lagging behind by a seemingly
insurmountable double-digit deficit. Then, following a million-dollar media blitz that extolled her
performance as leader of San Francisco and depicted her as a take
charge executive, she moved as
much as 37 points in six weeks,
erasing her deficit and surging
ahead of Van de Kamp by 19
points.
It didn’t stay that way. Her
heavy lead evaporated fueled by
Van de Kamp’s ads attacking her
record as San Francisco’s fiscal
manager. Now, four weeks before
Election Day, the two are running
neck-and-neck in the fiercest gubernatorial political primary in decades.
On the Republican side, lowkey, low-profile, low-intensity
Pete Wilson has no major opposition. He is raising funds for a November showdown, presumably
hoping that the Democratic victor
is Van de Kamp. since one set of

Democratic
death penalty
stand called
weak by GOP
COSTA MESA (API Republican Pete Wilson today used a
peace officers’ convention to suggest that Democratic gubernatorial
rivals Dianne Feinstein and John
Van de Kamp were weak supporters of the death penalty.
The two Democrats canceled
their speeches to the California
Peace Officers’ Association because a hotel and restaurant work
ers’ union threw up a picket line at
the Red Lion Inn where the convention was held.
AFL-CIO representative Don
Glenn said Local 681 of the Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Employees of Long Beach and Orange
County decided to picket "to let
the politicians know this was a
non-union hotel."
Attorney General Van de Kamp
was supposed to speak after Wilson but sent word he would not
cross the labor picket line. Aides to
Feinstein, the former San Francisco mayor. said she also would
honor the picket line.
Wilson, in his second U.S. Senate term and a former mayor of San
Diego, concentrated on the death
penalty and judicial selection.
Wilson called Feinstein a recent
"convert" to capital punishment
and said Van de Kamp’s newfound zeal for it may not survive
his candidacy. Van de Kamp
doesn’t believe in the death penalty
hut says he will enforce it.
Wilson also attacked Feinstein
for what he said was her stance on
only appointing judges who believe in a woman’s right of choice
on abortion.
Questioned on the use of a single -issue litmus test. Wilson said
he himself would feel more comfortable with judicial appointments
who share his support for the death
penalty.

with green concrete, green gravel, stone or bark.
hoping that when the dry spell is over they can restore their yards. said Bob McNall, owner of
McNall Building Material.
Those that can afford it use used water, turning their shower water into irrigation. They install
"gray water" systems that pipe used sink and
washing machine water for landscaping.
Still others pay up to $1(X) or more to water
companies that buy water from private wells and
transport the precious liquid by tanker trucks.
Some residents and motels pay for the service
every other week.
"For our business, it’s worth the lllll ney to
keep our lawns green and our landscaping looking
good." said Debbie Neer, manager of the Franciscan Inn. "People come to Santa Barbara because
it’s so beautiful. ... We can’t afford to lose that
reputation."
In nearby communities such as Hope Ranch
and Montecito more and more homeowners are
digging up their back yards for water wells. Santa
Barbara prohibits well drilling.

polls show Feinstein with an I I 4xAnt edge over Wilson in November.
The campaign, predictably, has
developed into a fund-raising fight
and a battle of television ads. A
into
infusion
million
$1.3
Feinstein’s campaign from her
wealthy husband, real estate magnate Richard Blum, has kept her
drive alive and financed her television campaign.
Van de Kamp, meanwhile, with
perhaps double her money, has received help from some of the Democratic Party’s biggest stars, including Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown and San Francisco Mayor
Art Agnos, Feinstein’s successor,
a bitter critic of her mayoral tenure
and a close associate of Van de
Kamp’s bare-knuckles campaign
inanagerrRichard Ross. -romposioss
A Van de Kamp spot .shill1144
criticized her performance as San
Francisco mayor, while a responding television ad by Feinstein, although extolling the virtues of
campaign ethics, compared Van de
Kamp with Richard Nixon, noting
that Nixon smeared his opponent,
Helen Gahagan Douglas, in a 1950
Senate race.
But it is Wilson, a proven fundraiser, who will likely capture the
biggest bucks before November,
probably $10 million or more.
Just who raises what won’t be
detailed until May 24, the deadline
for filing campaign disclosures
statements with the secretary of
state’s office. Total spending for
the governor’s race is expected to
reach $18 million to $20 million.
To Republicans, Wilson’s victory is considered pivotal to protect
GOP interests in next year’s reapportionment battle, when the redrawing of political boundaries
and the shifts in population are expected to boost California’s congressional delegation by as many
as seven members. And if Wilson,
currently California’s junior U.S.
senator, wins the governorship, he
will also have the chance to appoint someone to fill his vacancy.

Productivity
slows in 1990
Kenneth Kwok Daily

Scull \ Idler and his son Max cool off in the fininfain .nross front Tower Hall during the 10th an-

nuat -Fountain Ittues

staff photographer
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warm

of fans to SJSU.

Carnival benefits amputee
IMPERIAL BEACH (API
The carnival held to benefit 6-yearold Jessica Lynn Esquivel was festive, but far from frivolous.
The event at Oneonta Elementary School Sunday was one in a
series of efforts by the school’s
Parent Teacher Association to raise
money for Jessica, whose limbs
were amputated after she contracted a rare bacterial infection,
said organizer Julie Atherton, the
PTA’s vice president.
Proceeds from the carnival will
go into a trust fund to help pay hospital and other hills.

Jessica, who had chicken pox
when the bacteria attacked her, is
recovering at Children’s Hospital
and was listed in serious condition
Sunday.
"I can’t even begin to say how
grateful we are. I wish Jessica
could he here," her mother, Lisa,
said as she arrived during a break
from the hospital. She had asked a
friend to videotape the event to
show Jessica, who Saturday took
her first ride in a wheelchair, her
mother said.
"She looked at her arms and
legs, but she didn’t say anything,"

Jessica’s mother said. "She’s just
happy to be getting better."
The family will be discussing
with the hospital next week about
attaching artificial limbs to help
Jessica in her movements, her family said.

WASHINGTON (AP) American workers’ productivity dropped
by an annual rate of I percent during the first quarter of 1990, the
worst showing in a year, the government reported today.
The Labor Department said the
I percent decline in non-farm productivity
defined as output per
hour of work was the
biggest
drop since productivity fell by an
annual rate of 1.3 percent for the
January-March period last year.
During all of last year, productivity rose just 0.9 percent, the
worst performance since the 1981 82 recession.

While the report showed an
overall decline in non-farm productivity, workers in the manufacturing sector registered a seasonally adjusted 4.1 percent increase
so far this year.
Jessica may he allowed to leave
Meanwhile,
today’s
report
the hospital soon, her mother said. showed that hourly labor costs a

Equally moved are Jessica’s
grandparents. Liz and Chip Conroy. "This is great. Tears come to
my eyes when I see people do this
for her." the grandmother said.

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

major inflation measure for businesses rose at an annual rate of
3.9 percent in the first quarter of
1990. compared with a 4.9 percent
increase for the first quarter of
1989.
Unit labor costs, another key determinant of future price inflation.
rose 4.9 percent so far this year,
the report said, compared with a
4.5 percent increase during all of
1989.
The report was expected to revive the debate over America’s
lagging productivity.
Since 1982, productivity growth
has averaged 1.8 percent a year.
While a slight improvement over
the 1.2 percent average growth rate
in the 1970s, it was still far below
the 3.3 percent annual rate of increase posted in the two decades
following World War II. American
workers enjoyed healthy wage
gains and a rising standard of living during those decades.
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Softball squad awaits first NCAA berth
Nick Fisher
staff errata

hi: SJSU women’s softball
team did what they had to do in
Saturday’s doubleheader to stay in
the running for an invitation to the
NCAA tournament.
.The 14th-ranked Spartans split
their Big West Conference matchup with UC Santa Barbara to finish the regular season with a 34-26
iocrall record and an IN -18 league
record.
Now the Spartans have one
game left. The waiting game.
They won’t know for sure until
Sunday. when all the other teams
are done with their schedules,
whether they will join the field of
20 teams in the NCAA tournament.
If the SJSU softball team gets an
invitation, it will be the first in its
five-year history.
Even though the Spartans are
ranked 14th and 20 teams go the
tournament, they have reason for
doubt.
SJSU is relying on an at-large
hid because it didn’t win the Big
West Conference title. Whoever
wins their conference gets an automatic hid to the tournament. Other
(cams do not get an automatic
berth: they must be selected.

SPARTAN

SPORTS
Assistaiii Loach Rhonda Revelle
said there are probably two at-large
spots open for SJSU at this point.
Revelle said the Spartans’
chances are 60-40.
"I have a gut feeling that we’ll
make it." Reve lIe said.
SJSU kept those chances alive
Saturday by splitting their doubleheader. The Spartans lost the first
game, 4-2. but won the second
game. 5-0.
After the first game "we
thought our chances for regionals
were shot," Revelle said. "We
needed to end on a winning note to
make it to regionals. It was critical
that we didn’t drop two."
In the second game. SJSU
"came out attacking." Revelle
said.
The Spartans had nine hits. Seniors Rosalind Rios and Janie Meneses led the Spartan offense with
three and two hits, respectively.
Freshman Lisa Wehren (13-5)
pitched her seventh shutout of the
season.

SJSU’s Jane Meneses steals second base in the fourth inning of the
Spartans’ 5-0 win Saturday. The Spartans split a doubleheader with

Joseph R \Marin Daily staff photographer
U(’ Santa Barbara, losing the first game 4-2. Nleneses was 2 for 3 with
two 14111 in the 5-0 win.

Rodman named NBA’s best defender
us
ht
A
10
er

Coach
gets
award
Tiffany
Cornelius
(left) hugs
assistant
softball coach
Rhonda
Reveille after
the
doubleheader
against UC
Santa
Barbara
Saturday.
Along with
the hug,
Revelle
received a
plaque with
all of the
players’
signatures on
it.
Joseph R Villann

Daily staff photograph,

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
- Dennis Rodman, who has flustered many of the NBA’s hest
shooters, shed tears of joy after
being named the league’s defensive player of the year.
Rodman, whose intense defense
helped the Detroit Pistons allow
the fewest points in the NBA this
season. edged Houston’s Akeem
Olajuwon for the honor in voting
by writers and broadcasters.
"It’s a dream Come true for
me," Rodman said Monday. "I
was disappointed when I didn’t
win it last year. 1 take pride in defense. I think I do a good job of

with tv.o votes each. Chicago’s
Michael Jordan. New York’s Patrick Ewing, Milwaukee’s Alvin
Robertson and Eaton each received
one vote.
Pistons coach Chuck Daly.
while acknowledging that Isiah
Thomas is the team’s catalyst. said
Rodman might be the club’s MVP.
’The debate was over whether it
should he Dennis or Olajuwan,"
Daly said. "My contention is that
Dennis plays more people.

Rodman was outspoken and hitter last year when Utah’a Mark
Eaton won the award.
"I said I was going to work
harder this year, and it’s worked
out," Rodman said following
Monday’s practice session.
Then, tears running down his
cheeks, Rodman’s voice broke up.
"I wanted this award so bad,"
he sobbed.
Pistons general manager Jack
McCloskey put his arm around
Rodman’s shoulder and walked
him around a corner, away from
the lights and cameras.
Later, Rodman was laughing.
"I tried to hold it hack. I tried, but
it didn’t work," he said. "It’s
gratifying to me that I won it."
Rodman received 49 of a possible 92 votes. Olajuwon had 35
votes, followed by Detroit’s Joe
Dumars and Dallas’ Derek Harper

Positions Available:

Spartans lose two of three to UC Irvine;
NCAA playoff berth may be in jeopardy
By Mark Smith
Daily stet writer
The SJSU baseball team won its
41st game Friday. breaking the
school record for wins in a season
with a 7-1 win at UC-Irvine.
However, the Spartans lost the
next two games, putting their playoff hopes in jeopardy.
Having back-to-back 40-win
seasons is outstanding. coach Sam
Piraro said. Breaking the school
record is a "special feeling and
makes me feel proud."
This shows that the SJSU baseball program has reached a level of
consistency. Piraro said.
The Spartans were not as consis-

tent as they would have liked to be
this last weekend.
"We needed to take two out of
three from Irvine." Piraro said.
"Now we have to sweep (CalState) Fullerton this weekend."
Ths... Spartans’ victory Friday
was escribed as "beautiful in
every phase of the game" by Piram.
Spartan starter Mark Ringkamp
improved his record to 10-3 with a
complete game victory over the
Anteaters. A three-hit performance
by Spartan shortstop Brad Mornhinweg capped the Spartans’ offense. He also drove in two runs.
All six Anteaters who were

walked by Spartan pitching last
Saturday scored, resulting in a 6-5
loss. Rob Andrakin lasted until the
seventh inning hut took the loss,
dropping his record to 5-3.
In Sunday’s 8-4 loss, SJSU was
"out-pitched and out-clutched" by
UC Irvine, according to Piraro.
Dave Tellers lasted only five innings for the Spartans and took the
loss, dropping his record to 11-4.
The Spartans best chance was
when Jeff Ball came up with two
on and two out in the seventh, but
he fouled out to end the inning.
Earlier this season, Ball broke the
school record for home runs in a
season with 14.

Unbridled aims for triple crown at Preakness
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Unbridled is headed to the Preakness
with a shot at the Triple Crown.
For the rest of them, it’s back to
earth.
"The Kentucky Derby is the
Premier race in the world, and
you’ve got to try every angle to get
into it." trainer Ron McAnally
said. "Then, you go back to reality."
McAnally’s horse. Silver Ending, finished fifth in the Kentucky
Derby on Saturday, and that was
enough reality for hint. Silver Ending’s going back to California and
will skip the Preakness on May 19.
But Unbridled goes to Pimlico
after a stunning burst of speed that

carried hint past Summer Squall at
the head of the homestretch. giving
him a 3,12-length victory in the
Derby.
"It looks like we’re going to the
Preakness because the horse came
back good." said Unbridled’s
trainer. Carl Nafzger.
Unbridled, winner of the Florida
Derby hut third in the Blue Grass
to Summer Squall, is owned by 92year-old Frances A. Genter, who
has owned horses for 50 years but
never got one to the Derby.
’This’ is such a thrill," said
Genter. who watched the race from
a wheelchair. "I’m really. really
thrilled. I couldn’t see the race, so
Carl made the call for toe. He said,

’He’s sixth, lies fifth, he’s going
to win it.’ "
Summer Squall. who finished
second after going off the 2-1 second choice, also is going to the
Prcakness, along with the 9-5
Derby favorite, Mister Frisky, who
finished eighth.
Unbridled and Summer Squall
both made their moves on the final
turn, Summer Squall coming front
fourth, Unbridled from sixth. Mister Frisky got his nose ahead of
Real Cash briefly in midtum. then
Summer Squall went by. With a
quarter-mile left. Craig Perret sent
Unbridled to the lead on the outside and won going away.

The scenario was there, said
Piraro. "We had the right guy up,
hut Ball didn’t get the right swing
on the pitch. a split-finger."
The Spartans have relied heavily
on the offensive talents of both
Ball and left fielder Eric Booker.
The other offensive players are
"inconsistent". Piraro said.
The Spartans need to be at their
best going against local rival Santa
Clara tonight. SJSU is 1-2 against
the Broncos this year. Game time
is 7 p.m. at Municipal Stadium.
SJSU finishes the regular season
with a three-game homestand this
weekend against Fullerton State.

Its a work ethic. I don’t know
if there’s a more valuable player on
this team than Dennis. The most
important thing is that Dennis has
become a student of the game.
That’s made him so much better."
Rodman was the league’s top
sixth man before stepping into the
Pistons’ starting lineup tar the final
42 games of the season.
The Pistons and Knicks open the
Eastern Conference semifinals at
the Palace on Tuesday’

Come Join the Movies
Summer Openings:
Days rand Evenings
. Free Movies
. flexible Shift
Frequent Wage Reviews
WIll Train

Maintencnce
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

CENTURY 22
984-7539

CP
100’

CAPITOL DRIVE-IN
226-2289

A Commitment To Nursing
For over 24 years, Good Samaritan Hospital has served the greater
San Jose area. Here, our nurses are central to superior patient care.
As an important member of the health care team, each nurse plays
an active role in patient care planning and decision making. If you
are a graduating nurse dedicated to excellence, join us in our
tradition of caring at Good Samaritan Hospital.
NEW GRAD PROGRAMS
We are currently acceptin)3 applications for our monthly
New Grad Programs, which include an 8-week preceptorship.
CRITICAL CARE (12-week preceptorship)
NLTRSERY/ICN
PEDIATRICS
MED/SURG/ORTHO
Good Samaritan Hospital offers an excellent compensation package,
including 12-hour shifts in some departments. Please contact Anne
McNeely, Nurse Recruiter, Good Samaritan Hospital, 2425
Samaritan Drive, San Jose, CA 95124. (408) 559-2126. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

GOOD
SAMARITAN
HOSPITAL
An Affiliate oft Icahn Dtmenslons Incorporated

The Associated Stuients !Program Board & On Target Productions Presents

BfackShabbes
Friday, May 11, 1990
Morris Dailey Auditorium
San Jose State ’University
Doors open @ 7:30 p.m.
’Tickets available fit Bass & A.S. Business Office
Studenu $ 5 adv f7 door General $7 ado $9 door
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Gilbert’s firing unpopular with supporters, fans

By Mary R. Callahan and
Michelle Smith
Special ao the Daily
Claude Gilbert’s win-loss record
of 38-30-1 over the last six seasons
looked good to many; and for
coaches at other schools, it might
have meant job security.
But to SJSU’s Athletic
Department and administration, it
was just not enough.
In an attempt to reshuffle
prioritiesand ultimately alter the
image of the department--Gilbert
was removed from his post as head
football coach March 21 and was
"reassigned" to alumni -related
activities, according to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
The move shocked players,
boosters and the SJSU community
in general.
But it was a decision that had to
be made as part of SJSLTs attempts
to create a program that is "as
competitive as possible, with
comprehensive academic emphasis
and a focus on the student-athlete,"

Fullerton said in a recent interview.
"In order to reach some of our
goals, we had to make some
decisions," Hoffman said. "I am
comfortable with the (Gilbert)
decision and the direction we are
going. I would be uncomfortable if
we were going in a different
direction.
The decision to oust Gilbert,
however, has been particularly
unpopular.
His removal as head football
coach has spawned controversy, as
groups and individuals who support
Gilbert have made their voices heard
and their names known by publicly
withdrawing financial support from
the university.
During an interview in his office
at Kidder, Peabody & Co. on the
afternoon of the coach’s dismissal,
Spartan Foundation President Frank
Bisceglia said the decision to let
Gilbert go would arouse a good deal
of emotion among members because
of their affection for the coach, But
he expressed trust in administrators’

judgment and displayed little
apprehension about repercussions
for the foundation, a group of some
1,000 boosters who raise money for
athletic scholarships and team
travel.
the
with
Displeasure
administration’s decision quickly
began to chip away at the
Foundation.
One of the first to voice his
disappro .al was Alan Simpkins,
past president of the foundation
who, with his wife, Phyllis, has long
been active in university affairs. The
Simpkins were responsible for
donating SJSU’s International
Center for foreign students and more
recently provided the cornerstone
gift for a new South Campus field
house, which was to include athletic
training facilities and locker rooms
for both SJSU and visiting teams.
The Simpkins had been working
full time on the projectreviewing
plans, working with designers and
soliciting contributions, Alan
Simpkins said in April.
"It was supposed to be a catalyst.
.. a rallying point" for alumni and
other supporters, he said, but with
Gilbert’s firing "some of our prime
prospects faded away."
The Simpkins were soon among
them. They have completely
withdrawn their support from the
project and symbolically removed
the field house model from the
Football Office last month.
Ground breaking for the facility
was to take place April 28, but the
project has been put on hold until
the principal people involved decide
what they want to do, said Jo
Bagelmann, assistant athletic
director in charge of fund
development.

Simpkins said he objects to the
firing because it was poorly handled
and because the evidence didn’t call
for such drastic action.
Gilbert received "six or seven
years of good, sound reviews from
three athletic directors, including
Randy Hoffman." he said, and the
coach’s sudden dismissal was
unwarranted.
The Simpkins are not alone in
their opposition.
Ray Davilla, chairman of the
foundation’s major gifts fund-raising
committee, has reportedly resigned
from the committee, and according
to Simpkins, some 15 to 20 other
foundation members called him
each day during the first two weeks
after the ouster to tell him they
expected to withhold their support
this year.
evidence
of
Additional
widespread resentment toward
Hoffman, Fullerton and their
decision has emerged with the
formation of Fans for Claude, a
group of boosters vowing to
withdraw financial support from
SJSU athletic programs unless
Hoffman and Fullerton resign or are
removed from their respective posts.
Local newspapers have run
several "Fans" announcements
satirizing Hoffman and Fullerton,
demanding Gilbert be given an
apology and calling for payment of
his contract extension through 1993.
"Several hundred Spartan
Foundation members refuse to
renew their memberships until
Hoffman is gone," said one
advertisement.
The names of 75 sponsors are
listed in the text of some ads, but
membership in Fans for Claude is
actually "closer to 100," said Luke

ATHLETICS: SJSU feels budget cuts
From page 1
In contrast, one of the "other"
schools,
nearby
Stanford
University, has an operating budget for next fiscal year that tops
$16 million, according to a
spokesman for Stanford athletics.
Stanford allocates another $5 million or so for athletic scholarships
and financial aid, the spokesman
said.
Athletic Director Randy
Hoffman has mixed feelings about
SJSU’s operation under the
"Spartan way."
"I think there is some truth to
it," Hoffman said, referring to the
way the Athletic Department operates currently. "But I don’t think I
want to live the ’Spartan way’ for
the rest of my life, and I am sure
that goes for the coaches, too."
The flap over Gilbert’s removal
is not easily forgotten.
"You don’t ever remove the
(negative) images," Morrison cautioned. "Maybe we shouldn’t forget them. I think we can learn
something from them."
He admits he has had to field
questions about the walkout, during which players accused Berry
of being abusive in his coaching
methods.
"We deal with it up front,"
Morrison said. "We don’t wait for
people to ask us about it."
In order to counteract the negative images that surround his program, Morrison has set about the
task of "selling" SJSU to prospective players, their families, local
organizations, government officials and even former SJSU students from time to time.
"I tell people that they should
be busting their buttons saying
they are from SJSU. I am not
interested in people who are hiding from that."
Mark Gale’s women’s golf
squad has been able to sell its
product in national collegiate golf
circles because of its enduring
quality and reputation for delivering champions.
But Gale is quick to point out
his program’s economic self-sufficiency as well, a claim that few
other programs within the department can make, he said.
"We don’t need the major
sports to pay our way," Gale said.
"This is not a minor sport to me,
and it is not non -revenue. We
probably generate more revenue
than many other sports."
Gale cited the Fort Ord
Tournament last winter, in which
SJSU was the host team and raised
enough revenue to support two
scholarships. The team also
receives revenue from private

SOUltes.

Women’s golf is allocated a
’steady budget of $107,735, of
which $1,000 goes toward scholarships, according to Associate
Athletic
Director
Mary
Zimmerman. Gale was responsible
for bringing and additional
$13,500 into his program this
year, she said.
"Money dictates what happens
here," Assistant Athlectic Director
Marshall Clark said, "I don’t know
if it’s logical that SJSU can be a
power (in major sports) because
all the students and the money are
going to places like Cal
(University of California at
Berkeley)."
Gilbert’s almost exclusive
recruitment of community college
players, which was one of the factors that led to his removal,
reflects the budget crunch in effect
at SJSU and the need to remain
competitive against other programs like UC-Berkeley and
Stanford, the former coach said in
an interview one week before his
dismissal.
Recruiting players from junior
Spartan Daily file photo
colleges "is economically feasiFirst-year Coach Stan Morrison player walkout and the death of
ble," Gilbert said.
Funding for SJSU’s football put SJSU’s basketball program all-time leading scorer Ricky
program, which takes up 28 per- back on track after last year’s Berry.
cent of the Athletic Department’s
annual operating budget, comes to
Miami to take on the Hurricanes, lost control, because we were all
more than $1.5 million per year,
who were eventually crowned able to share. Now the rich get
$80,000 of which is designated for
richer, and we area member of the
national champions.
recruiting, Zimmerman said.
While football is looking out poor, so we struggle."
"Prime Ticket and PSN are
, for its financial interests by pitting
But many top high school recruits
itself against formidable competi- very valuable to us because they
head for the Pacific 10 conference
tion. Morrison and his basketball put us into the Los Angeles marbecause of its prestige and its betteam are dealing with money mat- ket," Hoffman said of two smalled
ter-funded programs, Gilbert said.
cable networks who carry SJSU
ters at home.
conference), they will go to
"I am very cautious about con- sports, "and that is a prime recruitFresno State because of the better
trolling my budget and about ing market for us."
facilities and the crowd support.
Fullerton believes the Athletic
sending my coaches to recruit,"
Randy Hoffman, SJSU athletic
Morrison said, though he had just Department is just a reflection of
director and the man behind
returned from a five-day recruit- the entire university, and press
Gilbert’s dismissal, assures that
coverage, both television and
ment trip to Yugoslavia.
there are high school players that
Morrison’s total budget of print, as well as public interest in
SJSU can attract, though he admit$571,374 per year, which includes athletics have combined to make
ed those players may not necessar$33,000 designated for recruiting, the department a focal point of the
ily be the "cream of the crop."
is equal to approximately one- university’s image.
Gilbert contended SJSU is still
"We are an education instituthird of the football budget.
playing a "little brother" role in
The coach admits he misses the tion, rather than filling in as a
football behind Stanford and UCfreedom he had as a coach at USC farm team system for various
Berkeley in terms of prestige, if
to just "hop on a plane" to go see sports. The amount of attention
not competitiveness.
that athletics receives by the press
potential recruits.
"I suppose that it probably has
Gilbert, whose former team and public is extremely disproporto do with resources," he said,
appeared sporadically on ESPN tionate."
"b.a resources aren’t the complete
But Morrison isn’t convinced
and regularly on local station
answer. Look at how our teams
KICU-36, firmly believes that that negative images are the real
compete against Cal (Berkeley)
many schools, including SJSU, problem that SJSU faces.
and Stanford. We probably have a
"I have never really spoken to
have been victimized and shut out
50-50 win ratio against them."
of the national television market anyone who sees this place just
Said Gilbert, "We compete on
by the creation of the College because of its negative images."
an even par, and we are proud of
Morrison said. "But I have found
Football Association.
that.
"When (SJSU) lost that expo- more people who are indifferent,
Last season, SJSU attempted to
sure, the revenue was limited," and when you ask them about San
boost revenues and increase its
Gilbert said. "It’s unfair, truly Jose State, they just say ’I don’t
national exposure by traveling
unfair. It’s a shame that the NCAA know.’"
cross country to the University of

Argilla, a 1938 SJSU graduate
whose name appears on the list
Argil’s continues to work as a
volunteer in the Football Office out
of a sense of "obligauon to help the
football players," but he has
withdrawn his financial support
from the foundation because he
views Gilbert’s removal as an
injustice.
"I just have to protest somehow,"
he said.
But more than unjust and
unfounded, the move was foolish, he
said, for along with the coach, the
school lost the field house and
foundation members who were
willing to raise the estimated $2
million needed to complete the
project, Argilla said.
Hoffman takes offense at those
who expect to influence university
decision making through their
contributions to athktics.
"I would prefer that people give
their money because they want to,
and not give it with strings
attached," he said. "I don’t think it’s
right that if we don’t make the
decisions that they want, that they
take their ball and go home."
Hoffman said those tactics force
university administrators into the
precarious position of refusing to
make unpopular decisions altogether
because of the ramifications they
might have.
"It’s important that people realize
that the decisions that are made are
university decisions, and that they
shouldn’t be made by outside
said,
Hoffman
groups,"
acknowledging that he feels he has
been "beat up" by the media and by
disgruntled boosters.
Fullerton said that if Simpkins
and others permanently withhold

support trout the field house, the
university will attempt to have it
built "somehow," but the increased
emphasis on academics that officials
hope to attain with the haring of a
new coach seemed to take priority.
"If we don’t improve the
graduation rates of our athletes, we
are just exploiting them," Fullerton
said.
Reaction to the Gilbert dismissal
has forced foundation President
Bisceglia into a position "kind of
like Captain Kirk and damage
control," he admitted.
To buy time to straighten things
out, foundation officials postponed
the kickoff of this year’s annual
fund-raising drive from April 3 to
April 25.
In the meantime, those who
remained committed to the
foundation "expressed willingness to
work twice as hard" to raise money
for athletic scholarships. Bisceglia
said.
Additionally, some foundation
members promised to increase their
own contributions to offset potential
loss.
Neither Bisceglia nor Bagelmann
could estimate how many current
members would not renew their
memberships this year nor how
many failures to renew would be
related to the dismissal.
"It’s hard for me to believe there
will be a large fallout," Aguiar said,
because when foundation members
are given an opportunity to explain
to people what happened, they will
understand.
"If you believe in the mission and
the philosophy of the university, you
have to support the institution,
because we are here forever," he
said.

CRIME: Students
call SJSU unsafe
From page 1
roads, such as San Carlos Street,
Schinn feels uncomfortable.
"I look around a lot when I’m by
myself," the psychology major said.
Schinn said she avoids streets such
as San Fernando Street because they
are "gloomy."
Though the city’s slogan may be
"Downtown is Back," some SJSU
students aren’t going out at night to
witness the city’s resurgence.
"I think if you’re male, it’s pretty
safe," said Lars Larsen, a senior
majoring in advertising.
Larsen’s contention was reflected
in the results from the March survey, in which more than half of the

women questioned, compared to a
third of the men, said the campus
was unsafe at night.
Numerous sexual assaults were
reported in the residence halls over
the past two years, spawning a flurry of efforts to beef up dorm security, and students still express concerns about safety in and around the
halls after dark.
Daytime hasn’t given students
any reason to feel secure either.
On April 18 a pipe bomb exploded in front of the Central Classroom
Building near Clark Library. The
bomb drew investigators from the
U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms.

UN school brings
diverse cultures close
NEW YORK (AP)
In a couple of small corners of this metropolis, young representatives of
many nations rub shoulders each
day without confrontation over
boundaries, religion or culture.
They come from the Soviet
Union, Iraq, Israel. China, the
United States and more than 100
other countries. They attend the
United
Nations
International
School, which for more than four
decades has exemplified the meaning of coexistence.
The United Nations International School (UNIS) is an independent, coeducational elementary
and secondary school in an unusual
international setting.
Located on two campuses
along the East River in Manhattan
and in Jamaica Estates in the borough of Queens UNIS serves a
wide range of families living in the
New York metropolitan area, including many affiliated with the
U.N. and the city’s international
community.
The 1.400 pupils are served by a
full-time faculty of 161 drawn
from 40 countries.
What makes UNIS unusual,
says its director, Joseph Blaney,
"is a commitment to global awareness by the students, the staff, an
unusual curriculum as well as extracurricular activities and events
in conjunction with the U.N."
Blaney cites the annual U.N.UNIS Conference, when for two
days each spring UNIS pupils take
over the United Nations to discuss
issues of international importance.
The conference is organized by the
pupils and is the culmination of a

year-long project involving investigative research and writing. This
year’s topic: "Education for Survival."
"International schools focus on
the future in dealing with the salient issues of human society
which transcend political and geographic boundaries," says Blaney.
"These include the peaceful resolution of conflict, protection of the
environment, sexism, religious fanaticism, poverty, famine, and disease; controlled development and
equitable sharing of Earth’s natural
resources; stopping violent crime
and terrorism and the spread of
drugs, and shared exploration of
space and seas."
In view of recent developments
in Eastern Europe, Latin America
and South Africa, says Blaney,
"students without a deeply-rooted
global understanding and commitment will have been the victims of
educational malpractice."
Although many languages are
spoken in the school, 10 languages
are taught regularly for credit
Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish and Swedish.
For incoming students whose
first language is not English, the
school offers a special English as a
second language program. Once
students are proficient in English,
they join regular classes.
Even though many UNIS pupils
don’t speak the same language,
they seem to understand each
other.
"They know how to coexist
through mutual respect and genuine caring for one another," says
Blaney.
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UNION CITY (API
Police
arrested a 32-year-old Union City
man Monday for investigation of
various weapons charges after he
allegedly fired up to three dozen
shots inside his home.
No one was injured in the incident that ended at about 1:30 p.m.
with the arrest of Manuel Herrera.
The incident temporarily forced
the closure of a nearby BART station.
The Union City house was surrounded by 26 police officers and
members of the SWAT team.
according to Union City police
Capt. Connie Van Putten.
Shortly after the arrest. Bay
Area Rapid Transit service was
reestablished between Union City
and South Hayward, a BART
spokesman said.
Police said Herrera faces
charges of shooting into an occupied dw -Ring. possession of a
loaded firearm and carrying a concealed weapon.
Van Putten said police do not
plan to tile charges against Joyce
Wyman. 39, who also was inside
the residence during the 21/2-hour
incident.
Van Putten said the couple apparently didn’t realize police had
surrounded the home even though
officers had used a loud speaker to
order anyone inside to come out.
The incident ended when the
pair casually left the house through
the front door. Herrera had a beer
in his hand and a .38-caliber handgun in his waistband when he left
the home, according to police.
He apparently didn’t even
know police were out there," Van
Putten said. "He kind of walked
out of the house nonchalantly."
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Joe R Villarin - Daily staff photographer

Mario Carcia carries his 4-month -old son. Paul, at the Cinco de
Mayo festivities Sunday in Downtown San Jose. The American
G.I. Forum sponsored the event. which had 130 vendors. 300 volunteers and crowd of some 80,000.
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Seven Second Delay

Police nab
man who
fired pistol
in his home

Dressed to party

he

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVOW. Buy or sell

Call me today
(locel Aron Rep) & I will send a
book to your horne or business!
Super specials for everyone
Share the book wilh telly coworkers & trlends A receive up n

50% On on your own order! Thank
you Also, good part -lime Income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251Us

5942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING In pay for
your expertise knowledge in your

i7C

ver

study, field of interest. or hobby
5755 tells you where lo go & what

Ll7-

to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you tr. of charge
Please send check to HART. Box
110286. Campbell, Ca, 95008

nJic-

OERSONAL LOANS up to S2500".
(Subject to credit improve Call

tS

WASHINGTON

SQUARE

FED,

ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273
1(11

DENTAL OPTICAL

STUDENT

he
he

PLAN

Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money, too Cleanings and
office Mena at no charge For brochure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371.

lion. $200 Call 9244089 as* for
Chris or leave message

GREEK
DATE NEEDED to, PO in Monterey
May 12 Short female human pre-

am -10 pre 7 days
AUTO SALES
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

U S S BOXER REUNION
Father. Granddad.
Was your
Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend

cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
10th. 11th. 12th A 13th For more
Info call John Pigrnan et (415)
656-1497
WIN A NEW BIKE, ENTER NOW’
Name the new Environmental
Plaza 00 716 St
Submit entries to ADM 242 by
5 PM. Mon .May 25th
Students & sleff are eligible to
enter Prim hard rock bike
donated by
Speclelized Bicycle Components

aty
0y.

Questions? Call 920-5900

AUTOMOTIVE

0SEIZE() CARS. TRUCKS, 4-whmier0
TV’s. stereos furniture. comput
ers by DEA, FBI, IRS and U S customs Available your area now

a5Id
al

Call 1-805-6112-7555, eel C-1255
88 FORD BRONCO. )(LT trim, P8, blue
II white, Low mile. 0111 under
warranty Most atte Ask for Dan

IC

Professional Sales
Training School
Starts May 28.1990
ENROLL NOW,
comprehensive trainIng school designed to train
you at one of the Eros’s lop
Chrysler Plymouth dealer-

This is

ships All aspects of the auto
business will be covered
Never before h. there been
such complete ’School of
Training’
Guaranteed salary during
training
Medical benefits
Paid Vwslion
Bonuses by week A month
Tired of going nowhere, working
long hours A making liffie
or no money? Apply for one of
Mose poen ions today This
school was designed for people
who have never sold automobiles
We also Invite current auto sales
people who le they haven I
been properly trained to enroll
There Is limited space. so
call today
Ask for Mr Green
(408)732-7800

or John (415(851-1497
If

71 JEEP 88 TOY? 4 x 4 new engine.
pumps. wheels, tires on truck
$7250 CJ5 Pb 4 ap new tires &
wheels, new tram. $5500 238-

Is

if-

MOUTH
776 E El Conlin Real
Sunnyvale, Ca 94087
4015732-7800
Rob Schmidt

COMPUTERS

(415) 964.6083

1415/ 85A-

TICKETS

May 19 and 20th

A

MADONNA,.
BEST OFFER

Call now 842-5865
.

MAC PLUS. 5(2 K enhanced m cond.
$390 Eternel Apse 35 eve
3275 Call (415)3761516
MATTRESS

SETS!!

BEDS.

NEW,

Twin wet S79 full re $69, gee
both
501 5139. king sal 9178 For
pleeet Bunked. 1199. Day bed
5199
sat
bedroom
M. 5 pc
peke $74. dressers $19. chests
1148. bed -frames
745-0900

&Irvin."

POSITIONS
AVAIL
CHILDCARE
ABLE" Full & part tee pwrna
nerd A summer positions Refer.
Northern C01
Nannies, 4540 El Camino Real,
elf* V, Los Altos, (415)949-2933
required

wan
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential focill
adolestles for young &dulls
cents with autism A rented discblInles FT & PT positions even
Cell I4081
Starting en 25 hr
448-3953

FOR SALE
MADONNA

SALES MANAGER

ence

INFERNO OBS
8NI. 300 1200 2400 baud Niacin
tosh 11, IBM libraries 25 phone
lines multi-user chef 1408) 3953721. 14011) 395-5378 (4001 926
9035
8746

CHRYSLER PLY-

SYNNYVALE

2074
70 VW CAMPER, well maintained
good running cond. cats. stereo
$1500400 Call Tim 985-3341

(415)

Engineering

NOW
HIRING
for
CRUISESH1PS
spring Christmas and new’ sum mar breaks Many positions Call
1.805-682 7555, eat 5-1062
EASY MONEY.
Up lo 87 00 to alert
WEEKLY PAY

secretaries,

typists.

word

tearoom. receptionist.
general
officrt and data entry clerks We
also recruit for technical posi-

SUMMER S1XWEEK

Call 984

MICKEY 1101JSE WATCH
wrist band. (sentimental
velue) REWARD. Cell 298-7826

PERSONALS
BARE IT ALL, Stag shming, *ming,
tweezing or using chemical dein-

bikini-tuney-mousteche-backetc I 15% discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31.1990, &
the lel appointment is 1 2 price
Unwanted hair disuppeara with
my care ’
GWEN CHELGREN.

(408)946-1995. Mr Heggen

Milpftes !, Montague Hwy 860

altrfUllintty employer

MANPOWER
Temporary Service.

90

DECADE

OF SAN JOSE
Become part of a winning team
We are now hiring food Dwyer.

SCARY UNIFORMS!
JUST A FUN.COOL PLACE
TO WORK.

team planer, child loving persons
to work in our child core centers
Flexible hours available. 6 comp

298-1569 Willow Glen area 30 hr
during summer

To be on the Driving Teem. you
most be 18. have own car. Insur

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT Is

orrice. clean DMV. very flexible
hours, part-fime or hill-tee As
little as 3 hr. day, twice week
Take CASH home daily!

NETWORK MGR

for SJSU English

now hiring full & part tee host hostess & food servers Apply
Mon-Fri 2 30-5 PM. 1235 Oakrneed
Pkwy, Sunnyvale. call 245-2911

pr Hire supervise lab aides. troubleishool networks, train faculty.
etc Letter, resume by May 11 to
English Dept. FO 102, SJSU, 1

SELLING ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAUREN
SAFARI,

Painters 973-1364

Call 23168424 295-4271 evenings

at NORDSTROM
All locations Outgoing personality able to wear sin 6-8
Pert time
Call SUSAN
at (91664111-4083

Foreman & painters needed Atti-

NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY is hiring le full

laundry

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR ,SANTA CLARA
Cell 946.2283 0-4PM for Info

Call ROBIN or JAY at
(000)3465110
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs arnte
nous students

Gain great bud
ness experience, earn up to 14,000 and powerhouse your resume
selling ad sece for your school’s
edition
training

SECURITY OFFICE RS
Security officers and messengers All shift.. FT PT, we will
nein

Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
ACUFACTS, Inc.
days
week
260 Merldien Ave San Jose

A growing ether. co l hiring
1)
Technical
support QA FT.

IICI

rnel

Flex

fice. 912 Town A Country Village,
Mon through Friday 10 AM-5 PM
PERSONA is part of an 1NT’L NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, were looking for
people Interne’ in Sales. Acct,
Engr . Admin Support & Bilingual
English Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA. (408)453-0505
PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fall 1990 seek. 11 you
would like to work with hand
hopped children in a whet sal lop for up to 20 hour. per week
vent school year Mi. Is your opportunity Plc* up an oppiketion
form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Education Office.
BulklIng 0 You must be able to
work during school hours
mornings and early afternoons
SALES POSMON
PT and F I poeltions open $500
$2300 wk potential Innovative ea

Full time and Pert fee
Positions in Sedle Clara Mlle*.
N San Jo.

citing product Free training and
support AC office booed spots
Call THERMAX at 223-1080
RECEPTIONIST
’Word Processors

2)Secre-

Close

1

Easy

commute

3 students
ferred) $285 rent

to

filers,
STUDENTS A PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now for all

Too many reports and not
enough lime, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term
papers, theses, letters, etc Grad

pu

P U.
discounts

Norb

del

EDP
9014 EVELYN

Student
Services 270-

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES- RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
1408)9761563

TYPING WORD

PROCESSING fast,
accurate, reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reading Same day service Betty
2474068 Santa Clara

Call now PAMELA at e48-3882
TYPING AT REASONA
BLE RATES - Need our help,
Quality end accuracy guarentere
Were fest, dependable, grammar aware. both college grads Spe-

T.SHIRTS

WORD

(415)962-8801

fe-

US S BOXER REUNION
We. your
Father
Granddad

CaN

Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend

tens, theses, re Letter quality! All

quality

page whichever is lessi
WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate

AFFORDABLE

Male

PROCESSING letter

printing, copies. Mc
CECIL IA
(400) 223-6102
Word processing
$14 hr $200

cdlly in Science and all English
subiects for theses. papers, re
ports reeumes. etc Free proo
ling disk stow.’ 251-0449

male. your own room bath

NEEDED.

TYPING

ACADEMIC

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers re
ports, group papers resumes let

ROOMMATES

Term paper.,
(40111 281-0750
Theses etc Laser printer Free
grammar sell pun< check Roesonnble rates, quick turneround

avail

for charts. graphs, lide, overheads, and color too. Plus lest
turnaround and guaranteed work

Call BRAINSTORM

1 2 utli Avail 5 1 90. 288-2603

YOUR WORD PROCESSING and Graphics needs "
Call Kate at Technically Typing

pacity
Laser
printing,
spell
checking, gramme.’ check. edit.
ing. powerful graphics program

Earn money for your fraternity
sorority. club or business by sell
lop 01k -screened T -Shin with
your design cringe

gunt female,
non-smoker needed to share 2
tern apt w pool & off street prIrng
1 2 bik frrn SJSU. $304 SO me

Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordproce.Ing to its fullest ca-

please call
CHRIS at 997.6444

ROOMMATE NEEDED

(408)984-S837
Term Papers Resumes
Theses
Personal Ro
Reports
Proposal.
Fast -E earl- Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

check Wordpro.
...Mg-WordPerfect 51, postscript laser printer Close to cam

Lean res.ge A I will return
your call
.

LISA S TYPING A
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

AAAII.

selection of
RAYBAN mingle sees

phone incl own room & house
prvigs Call Kim days 924-2808 or

grade conscious graduate Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU at
(408)2384759

.Ventura DTP WORDSTAR PaScanning
GraphIc
Arts We proof all our work and
laser p1101 11’ Call 923-3958

geaker

RAYBANS RAYBANS RA YBANS
For mcollent prices & a large

Share

legal papers, mailing lists, graph,
ice etc Call (400)984-5203 today.
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS thesis
etc era easy on professors 1 am

your word processing needs. We
have experience in
Wordperfecl

Firnhaber at 298-0204

(female preutilities &

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING, 125
wpm Quality guerenteed Competitive roles Term papers. tape
IrenscrIptIon resumes, theses,

thesis.

On campus every day
Free selling, punctuation
&
grammar check La.. printer
Also Desktop Publishing
140012974978

Print Your Ad Here

I

Ad Rates

II

lk

(Count approx,rnately 30 letters and spaces tor each tine)

Minimum three lines on one day

(000)342-5118
PART TIME FULL TIME Primarily light
bookkeeping. some typing Apply
In person only San Jose Box Of-

hrs

June

l)shing (resumes
newsletters,
fliers. etc ) C11 PATRICIA In WIL
1091 GLEN 14040 21164688 (leave
message)

l;1?,

Spell grammar

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot 01 love to give Call Patti or
Bart any time tit 289-1371

message

Professional Tech
Editor with
English Degree Word Processing
formats)
and
Desktop
(all
Pub-

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!
Trust pro
Reports, theses re
some., letters, mailings. etc

toll if

call Elm

profs For this quality. call WRITE.
TYPE- 14081972-9430
EDITORIAL
SERVICES WP- Pages
need polishing? Get help from a

AAAAHAr! LOWER RATES & HIGHER
satielaction, Are you perfectionist when it comes to your reports,

San Carlo. For more information
about activities

ROOM FOR RENT Room in 3 ben 2
be house in Almaden Valley mail
we

only $2

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
greets, Of course you we A
nearly typed paper get higher
grode Error -free peers Impress

40111.111IIMIIIMMIMINIMMIMIMNIIIMMIINMEINEMMIIMINIMIIIMMIIIII=1=111=IMMI=MIIIIIMI=MIIMPIM 1=1140

working for the nation’, top colone aditordlpositIon avail
Call ROBIN or JAY et

necHaary

Lary FT. communication & writing
skill 31 Tech Writer PT. English
make 41 Programmer PT, comp

You’ll recent elienelve
meNrials
A support

lege magazine Sal. positions A

elm

security encable hook-up.
(or 2801 $726
Sa25 no Call 288-9157, John or
Martha or please leave complete

18

assist

GLEN area

& undermred
Available days eves weekends by ern
Laser
printer Call ANNA - 9724992

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM al
Camp. Christian Center 101h

Neve message at 448.7883

SOFTWARE COMPANY OPENINGS

Comp

facilities,

carport
11th St

trance
780 S

nous students Gain great bust noes tryperience, earn up to 54,-

materials. A support
working for the nation top col
lege magazine Sales positions
and one editorial position evell

FOR LEASE" 2 berry 1 bth adotrnerit.
$830 mo Close to SJSU. 571 S
71h, pkg. cable, 268-0439

rity building, off street perking,

end part tee positions
All shifts available

training

978-2002
any

FOR RENT, large 2 bdrrn 2 bath, remodeled. clean end quIet Secu-

SECURITY OFFICE RS

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs ambl-

000 and powerhouse your resume
selling ad specs tor your school’s
edition You II recede extensive

HOUSING
DOWNTOWN STUDIO, San Jose. 19 N
Third SI with idtchen 5375 rno

new fragren

gladly

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton A
Winchester
Can
SHIRLEY al 379-3519 52 per pope
minimum 5 peg.

Slates, Call for low air fares Per sombre servic
Arlene
997.
3647

overheads,

Will

formate) Equipment used Word
Perlect & HPLaser Jen Considerable business mperience and humor
English major
WILL OW

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO, U...
’Co
Hawaii
Europa
United

resume

resumes

punctuation
and
eentenc structure (knowledgable on Turablan API A Campbell

credit card for you end your per.
ent Call ANDY at 243-2530

TYPING

Phone

w grammar

blegra-

TRAVEL

volce mall service you don I have
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (408) 968-2523
tree dote. Call today! Someone
Is waiting to meet you! (4081)4,5)

135W Santa Clare San Jose

OUTDOOR SPRING & SUMMER lobs
Work In San Jose. 25-50 hr wk
tude le everything. $5413 hr Sales
lobs also Call Greg at Student

quality people, or you can record
your own message And with our

SAFARI

Square.

San Jose
95102 Ann Computer Rm Goof <gnat,

HAS ROMANCE GONE front your life?
Now you can find love romance,
or adventure a easily as eking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear all mciting messages from

&

SERVICES

consultation

area

CALL MRS MORTON at 7669448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of ten papers ...arch protects

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, T W A offere SJSU student. 10% off any
published Wei Purchase your
steel diecount card now, Also
ask about the TWA Getaway

DE, LA. Gen & O-C hem. Physics
etc 24 different books mailable al
Spartan Booketore (downstairs) &
Robert. Bookstore

PIZZA A GO GO

Dept computer labs 12 Mac. 1 MSDOS) 1 2 tee 1990-91 academic

Washington

FILES
horn
Pronsers
throughout USA Exam probens
with professors own detailed so lotions
Anne. for 8 erne
nerving courses EIT Calculus,

57-511 hr
NO DORKY HATS OR

Almaden Breen,
264-4504

Ave , San Jo.

1111.

EXAM

comm coil extent. Ape WLC
202 la-F, 8-5 PM

RETAIL APPLIANCE STORE 6.11, answer phones. general Mac occa-

COMMUNITY

call Father 8015 l-4011e159
Judy Ryan at 2984294

UPPER DIV GRAD students for fall se
mese Mentor peer advisor to

Call 866-8580

NEWMAN

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 10th A San Carlos For
more info about other ectivIlles

3149

RESTAURANTROOH CAFE SALSA

559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
CC,
Campbell
HAIR

CATHOLIC

MADE

(4151841-5036

TODAY GONE TOMORROW

of the environ,

sional delivery now PT, Tu. &
Th 1-530 PM Sal 10-4 PM Call

E C E units required Cell todey
945-0919

Ave .

&

ELECTROI YS1S CLINIC
Unwanted
helr removed forever by specialist Confidante’ Your very own
probe 247-74116, 335 5 Baywood

Let me permenetty re
more your unwanted hair ichln

R E

word processing
Theses term papers troop proels eff All formats including
API Lser printer (hoick return
Transcription services available

phic materials, and editing sore
ices Flnal drought preparation

ton.

DATA ENTRY,

RESEARCH

Tutoring.

w red

true
Clearbrook of Cenforni
looking for marketing reps Call

THE

EDITORIAL,

LOST.

CLERICAL POSITION From July
thru Aug 17, 55 3546 OS hr, 25,
30 hrs wk. 1/4-F. 11arn-Sprn Apply

professional

Call 14081 238-2329

LOST & FOUND

Pay rates vary depending
on Lob skills and work experience
Call u TODAY for your !summer

wok...tonal dependable service
CALL LINDA TODAY tor esperienced

Creative Products & Services
Many typestyles and designs to
Choose Floor,

$550 month aingle occupancy

Ilona

or eure employment
1340, never a foe

BUTTONS"
CUSTOM DESIGNED
FOR YOU

DECORATOR APARTMENT
Unique 1 berm
office Long
nun financially secure
ten,
quiet sodyr required All hard
wood noon located et 551 553 S
6th Si Call MIKE al 2960989.

SPEL CHEN

punctuation grammar @egret/ton
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2681 8 welipm for worryfree

SERVICES

1920.

pro -

NEEDED" TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic, great sense of humor,

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shlfts smitten

Medical Dentin
Vocation Plan

ego

etaBe

(415) 596

TAGE HOTEL, 1820 Barber Lane.

appointment 980-0900

6811 in San Jose

one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U 0-S Boxer CV21, if So.
wear. having a reunion In Pens.

Jr Sr Grad

delisted Eyes & weekends eve
Flex hr. THE BEVERLY HERI-

ATTENTION
POSTAL JOBS. Starr
511 41 hr For application into call
602-838-8685. Eel 144250. 6

WEST
COMPL E XS J
Woman lookng to share 2 tOrm 2
bth unit ty reap fete student All
aineOldes
close
lo
SJSU
$371 me
utlI .252.4701

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the rob!
BEST PERSONNEL recruits mr

called water A that brown Wuff
called elel an virendettl01191404
registered with 1110 F A 3233.
commission to start Call 246

EARN MONEY reading

ATTENTION MAC USERS!
This summer earn 59-514 hr working on the MAC Immediate open Inge tor WORD. EXCEL and file
maker use. Call MACTEMPS for

VALLEY

positions for your wenn, and to
lore Cali 9841340

1.1 405,

books! $32,000 pr Income polennal Details (1)602438-8885. Ed

838-8485..1 R4250

STUDENTS.
WE WANT YOU for the Lei
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for clerical and technical

tomes plus APA

one of the 50 000 men who .v.10
on the U
5 Boxer CV21 11 BO
0. ar having
reunron in Pen.
cola Florida in Oct The del. are
10111 11th 12th A 131h For more
info call John Pigrnan al 14151
056-1487

9262962. avail June let
ROOMMATES WANTED for 3 be morn house in Milpitas Call (408)
253-4670

&SS Call CHARLES at 244-2703
WES at 996-3052

’Secretarial
MANPOWER Temporary Services

ENGINEERING SUMMER JOB! eel mom publisher hee Aerfectiallff

like a fast pace A are well organized we nee you! Front dose

area 517040-589.405 Call 1-602,

Call Amy Brews

mon." Earn money getting friends
and family oft that toxic soup

GREAT Judi Wort with people! if you

your

9011Us

STUDENTS 5.54
MAKE SI 000-13 000 per month
pert -lime Perfect summer oppor
tunny Be your own bd. Make

To apply, contact us at
185 Perk Avenue

well.wwsed In fund

BK4250

school

(4011)216-011211

currently has SUMMER JOBS
with FLEXIBLE HOURS

9119-Louise

ATTENTION-HIRING, Govt lobs

Classified

Seta Clara
(408) 7274793

SQUEAKY at 292-3557

ATTENTION

ANS,

3212 Scott Blvd

ere to match dwell officer Call

HELP WANTED

Aaron Malchow
-UN - SOME THING’S
PD - TO STACE
ARS HIT BY A C
(AR- HE’S IN A
TAL . .

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 520-560
per hour, part time A dream come
Interviews 8 am to 4 pm
Monday ’Mu Erkley
Apply VANGUARD

7

Maguire & Mehallo

Funhouse

In Student Activities A Services
Office, CAF. by S 11 SD 924-5950

Classified
SCHWINN SIERRA MOUNTAIN BIKE,
1988, full serum
componets
event, cage pedals mint condi-
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One
Days
Days
Day
I
I
3 Lines
$580
$4 30 $530
4 Lines
$680
$5 30 $630
$770
I 5 Lines $630 $7 30
$870
6 Lines $720 $825
IEach Additional Line Add $1 00

Four
Days
$605
$705
$805
$895

Five
Days
$635
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$825
$9 25

I
Each
Extra
Day
$110
$130
51 45
$160
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ISemester Rates (All Issues)

Print Name

I

Address

Phone

City A State__ _

Zip

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus l Ines 59900

Phone 924-3277

I

I

I
For
IEnclosed is $
. Circle a Classification’
Services
Greek
1 Announcements
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
Help Wanted
Stereo
Automotive
OR CASH TO
1
Travel
Housing
Computers
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Typing
Found
For Sale
Lost A
I
San Jose State University
Personal
a
San Jose, California 95197
%OM

IMMIMM

1

MUCTINAL DEFECTIVE

t ines

_Day,

I

111
assi
Clfied
Desk Located inside WEN 10?

I

Deadline. Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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SPARTAN DAILY

TUESDAY. MAY 8, 1990

COLLEGE GRADUATES

E’ARIVED

171

Toward the purchase or lease of ANY new
1990 or 1991 model Ford or Mercury car,
Ford light truck or 1989 Mercury Tracer.

PLUS SPECIAL FINANCING
through Ford Credit with preapproved credit amounts that
could mean no down payment.

Contact Your Local
Ford or Mercury Dealer
For Further Details or... Call

Ford
Credit

1E80011321E1530

LIMITED TIME OFFERApril 1, 1990 through December 31, 1990.
ELIGIBILITYCollege graduates with at least a bachelor degree
received between April 1, 1989, and December 31, 1990.

